The survey is to verify the hypothesis of correlation between different types of translation errors and the reaction of target readers of newspaper articles to possible shifts of information caused by such errors. Considering different approaches to translation quality assessment (TQA), we analyze typical translation errors from the viewpoint of logical, emotive, expressive and other losses and/or distortions of the source information found in the target text. The preliminary results were compared with readers' comments on both source and target texts. The divergence of readers' reactions appeared to be rather narrow and only in part correlated with the major and even critical mistakes made by translators.
Introduction
Undoubtedly, mass media influence our mind and form our opinion about a particular subject to a considerable degree. Evidently, every word used by the author of the article is oriented at making readers adhere to the opinion of this particular author or the newspaper. Can translation interfere into the process and influence target readers accordingly but in a different way? In the era of informational warfare, the newspaper translation and its quality is as pivotal as it has never been for mass media can form the reader's attitude to this or that problem as required by political tendencies.
However, the meaning of the source message is often distorted due to linguistic and cultural differences, let alone intentional/unintentional shifts caused by the translator's interpretation that 
Approaches to TQA
The diversity of approaches to TQA mainly correlates with those to the concept of equivalence.
In 1965, J. Catford differentiated between formal correspondence and textual equivalence (Catford, 1965: 23-25) . Later, his differentiation was criticized for using too simplified examples (Kenny, 2001; Snell-Hornby, 1995 L. Venuti (Venuti, 1999) rejects her approach and points out that although the linguistic-oriented theory used by M. Baker is based on the Gricean model of four maxims (quantity, quality, relation, and manner) (Grice, 1975) , yet some of these maxims can be violated in the translation process since, according to Venuti, they can differ within a community (for example, the maxim of quantity is violated when the translator needs to add a footnote or a comment to compensate for any kind of implicatures) (Venuti, 1999: 22) . Venuti proves that in translation the communicative evaluation is as important as linguistic.
A. Pym introduces the concept of natural and directional equivalence. Natural equivalence presupposes that both source text and translated text should have the same value, which "does not say that languages are the same; it just says that values can be the same" (Pym, 2014: 21) .
Presumably, equivalence can be "established on any linguistic level, from form to function" as well as this type of equivalence "should be the same whether translated from language A into language B or the other way round" (Pym, 2014: 21). Directional equivalence is described by Pym as asymmetric: "the creation of an equivalent by translating one way does not imply that the same equivalence will be created when translating the other way" (Pym, 2014: 46) . He also adds that translators have a lot of choices: they can choose any strategy they think is appropriate; yet he mentions "a choice made by the translator, a choice not necessarily determined by the text translated" (Pym, 2014: 57) . Is such a choice necessarily wrong? It only means that we can face shifts in translation caused by the choice of wrong strategies or misunderstanding.
J. House elaborated a well-balanced model for TQA considering equivalence to be a cornerstone of any translation; she defines translation as the replacement or recontextualization (House, 2001 : 247) of a text in "the source language by a semantically and pragmatically equivalent text in the target language. An adequate translation is, then, a pragmatically and semantically equivalent one" (House, 2015: 63) . She emphasizes the significance of function equivalence defined as "the application or use of the text in a particular context of situation" according to the pragmatic approach (House, 2001: 248) . Function equivalence must correlate with a particular situation or context of a situation that includes such situational dimensions as field, tenor and mode (House, 2001: 248) . After Schleiermacher's distinction between foreignization and domestication in translation, J. House develops the idea of overt and covert translation. According to the author, the overt translation is accepted by the target reader as a translation, which does for translation of specific texts (e.g. historical or aesthetic) where a "precisely specified source language audience is being addressed" (House, 2015: 66) . The covert translation on the contrary is perceived by the target reader as an "original source text in the target culture" (House, 2015: 66), The overt translation is described within the framework of a four-level analytical model that 
Materials and discussion
Here we analyze the translation of the article 
English text:
One of the many things that makes the Hague relatively toothless is that Russia has not ratified the treaty.
Russian (anonymous) translation:
Один из моментов, изза которого конвенция кажется довольно беззубой, состоит в том, что Россия этот договор не подписала.
Back (our) translation
One of the moments due to which the convention seems to be toothless enough is that Russia did not sign this treaty.
Evidently, the translator made a critical error and distorted the meaning of the whole sentence, thus misleading Russian readers. The words sign and ratify may be, to a certain degree, regarded as synonyms within the language system but the difference between them is significant in the aspect of law. According to OED, to sign means Exploring comments to the article and its translation we found statements that coincide in part: e.g., both parties agree that the pass of the adoption ban is about politics, but not children's rights; as for the Dima Yakovlev Law, some English readers say that Russia has the right to act as it wants, while some say that it should not have passed the ban. Some English comments say that the article has an anti-American orientation, like "America's concept of itself as a benevolent superpower is so often at odds with reality". 
